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Sandro Chia Debuts New Work at
New York's Marc Straus Gallery
BY MARGARET CARRIGAN | FEBRUARY 15, 2017

Sandro Chia, "Looking At," 2017. Oil on canvas, 100 x 100 cm.

At the beginning of the new millennium, Sandro Chia — the Italian painter
who burst onto New York’s burgeoning Neo-Expressionist scene of the late
1970s and ’80s — left the Big Apple in search of greener pastures… or, more
accurately, vineyards. The artist bought a Tuscan winery in 1985, after he
received payment for his commissioned mural at Palio, an established Midtown
Italian restaurant that closed in 2002. With his son, he turned to winemaking full
time, while continuing to paint on the side. Now, for the first time in nearly a
decade, Chia will debut new work in a solo show opening February 15 at New
York’s Marc Straus Gallery.
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Featuring 15 recent paintings and one bronze sculpture from 2000, the show
reveals that Chia is still very much a Neo-Expressionist at heart and in practice.
His palette, although more subdued than that of his early work, features bold,
contrasting colors. His iconography remains limited to the human [white male]
figure juxtaposed in its solitude against a landscape or next to an animal. His
interests continue to vacillate between universal myth and artistic subjectivity.
For the last 15 to 20 years, Neo-Expressionism has been underground and was
largely ignored by art historians and institutions. A renewed interest in the
movement, however, seems to be percolating. Chia’s resurfacing in New York
coincides with a handful of other shows confronting the NeoEx era, such as the
Whitney’s recently opened “Fast Forward: Painting from the 1980s,” which
surveys major artistic developments from the decade, and the New York
Academy of Art’s “Piss and Vinegar” exhibition that brilliantly posits male artists
from the ’70s and ’80s, like Peter Saul, against contemporary female artists, like
Natalie Frank, working in the same aesthetic vein.
Neo-Expressionism was a reaction to the conceptualism and minimalism that
dominated the Western art world in the 1960s and ’70s. Artists like Georg
Baselitz, David Salle, Julian Schnabel, and of course Chia argued for the
sustained relevance of figuration and emotional self-expressiveness, particularly
in painting. The movement was criticized heavily, though, for its Reagan-era
neoconservative commercialism, anti-intellectualism, and blindness to
contemporaneous feminism. Indeed, in his 1983 Art in America essay, “Honor,
Power, and the Love of Women,” critic Craig Owen riffed off the Freudian theory
that artists create “phantasies” because their desires cannot be achieved in
reality. Using Chia’s work “The Idleness of Sisyphus” as his example, Owen said
Neo-Expressionist artists used their artwork to acquire said desires, which were
— you guessed it — honor, power, and the love of women.
Given that the US finds itself at the precipice of a dark new era of conservatism
rooted in anti-intellectualism and willfully deaf to feminist causes, perhaps the
2017 political climate is ripe for revisiting this contentious era of art making and
the artists that defined it.
Prior to his show’s opening at Marc Straus, Chia spoke with ARTINFO about
New York City in the 1980s versus now and his desire to return to its gallery
scene.
In the early aughts, you left New York City to split your time between
Tuscany, where you own a vineyard, and Miami, where you maintain a
studio. You’ve continued to create work over this time, but this is your first
show in nearly a decade. Was it always part of your plan to return to the
New York gallery scene? What's prompting it now?
For me, New York has always been a great experience — spiritually,
existentially. When I first arrived in the city, back in 1979, I loved it immediately.
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New York was completely different then from what it is now; it was kind of
abandoned and on the verge of bankruptcy. But it was full of people and was
very creative. There was an energy that permeated the city and everything
seemed like it was at the beginning, even the galleries. The galleries were not so
much about profit, then, they were for the sake of art. Of course, that’s changed
now. Galleries need to turn a profit and, by the time I left New York, everything
was different. I was not as interested in it anymore. Lately, I felt that it could be
interesting to show my new work in New York again, just to see what happens.
This city is like a laboratory: Things happen fast, or maybe nothing happens at
all! It's like playing roulette in Las Vegas.
I heard that you were walking down Grand Street last year when Marc
Straus — a fan of your work — glimpsed you across the street, prompting
him to run over and introduce himself. That’s quite a romantic artist-gallery
relationship story!
Oh yeah, yeah, that's pretty much true. I think I walked into his gallery, though.
When we met, I didn't know anything — I'd lost track of the galleries in New York.
I was just walking around the Lower East Side seeing what was around there.
When I met Marc, I liked very much his personal history: You know, he used to
be a doctor and now he has a gallery. And the gallery, in a sense, has a
therapeutic function, too. Art can heal. The artist is, in some ways, a physician,
too. So I thought it would be an interesting experiment to show in his space.
Let's talk a little bit about the actual works that are in the show. Your latest
paintings are a little more restrained in color and they feature a lot of
animal imagery — a horse, penguins, seals, etc. Do these creatures have
special significance to you, or do they represent something more
archetypal?
Oh, there is lots of meaning. Some is maybe autobiographic. But then there are
aspects that are very much beyond me. I mean, a man in nature, his relationship
with nature: It’s a trope that has been of interest to humans since the beginning
of time. Just think of the Garden of Eden! It’s also mythological in some ways —
the relationship of man to nature, and how that can mutate; I think of combined
creatures a lot, like centaurs and sphinxes, things like that. They are a way of
maybe representing man at one with nature. In my painting, I like to leave the
possibility for meaning open. I merely want to create the conditions for associate
thinking: The meaning can go anywhere.
Let’s talk more about this idea of mythology. Given that it’s been so many
years since you’ve presented new work in New York, it’s inevitable that
people will draw comparisons to what you were doing then, in the 1980s,
and what you're doing now. Do you feel like this show contributes to your
own person mythology as a painter?
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Well, I hope so. I don't know where to position myself in all this talk of myself. I
would get out of myself, but it's too dangerous to get out — you might never find
your way back! I think my work is pretty much always the same, even though my
treatment of painting or my palette has changed. I’m perennially interested in
mankind, in the human shape, in landscape: Classical themes that have been in
art since the beginning of time. I think they are always relevant to explore,
especially as a painter. By virtue of his medium, the painter takes art history on
his shoulders, no matter his subject matter. That’s a lot of responsibility, and
sometimes he pays for it I mean sometimes they think you're out of touch. The
important thing is to continue to make your own work with enthusiasm and, of
course, with meaning. I mean if you work without the meaning, without the
message, without a concept of what you're doing, it's the end of it.
Source: http://www.blouinartinfo.com/news/story/1938681/sandro-chia-debutsnew-work-at-new-yorks-marc-straus-gallery
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